
March. 15, 1930.

Mr. J. H. Case, Chairman
Federal Reserve Bank of New York,

New York City.

Dear Mr. Case:

I t was good of you to wri te me SO Freely on March 7, to cover
so completely the general money market, business and credit situations and
to express the tentative collusions reached from an analysis based upon the
recognition of the effect of all contributing factors.

There has been plenty of evidence to us that what appeared to
be an upturn in January has not held. There has been an increasing pressure
exerted by commodity surpluses and the over-abundance of goods generally in
other lines. I t has also been quite clear that there really has been no
business demand for funds, although there was at the close of March 5 an
upturn of 98 million dollars in the loans of reporting banks.

Your letter does not particularly emphasize the fact but I
easily gather from it that your officers have been anxious to promptly follow
the situation with lowered rediscount and bill rates. There does appear from

what you say and in your expressed tentative conclusion an over-anxiety to
make these new and lower rates effective through the purchase of an additional

amount of governments. There seems to me to have been quite a sufficient
rapid decline in discounts and therefore an ADDITIONAL amount of governments,
I think, would accelerate that trend, although I would like to say that we
have no concern here over the probability or actual phenomenon of the banks
being entirely out of debt or in respect to how low, in the circumstances,
total earning assets might go.

We have had in mind that i t would probably be much better to
purchase some STERLING and franc exchange so as to nullify the possibi l i ty
of gold imports either from England or the Continent, so that there would be
no INTERFERENCE with any tendency toward an improved purchasing power and
that the effect upon prices here might follow a natural course as the result
of a gradual improvement in demand. Over-exertion toward open market pur-
chases could have an inflationary effect on the commodity prices in [and] goods
that would tend to thwart the improvement in purchasing power abroad and this
could result in a stimulation of stock market buying of the same character.
The purchase of foreign bills and our release of exchange against such pur-
chases from time to time would of course have the same effect, but you advise
that Governor Harrison has informed you that i t is impracticable to follow
that course in view of the scarcity of the supply of bills that might be
purchased.

I also observe that on yesterday quotations for bills is the
London market were very low, some maturities offered at substantially below
3%. If this situation portends a further early reduction in foreign bank
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rates, the exchanges would naturally weaken further and we would then have again
the question before us of foreign exchange purchases. ON the other hand if the
execution of this policy would not prevent gold imports, then we have nothing but
a. situation of competition between ourselves and the foreign situations in bring-
ing about and reaching the greatest money ease. In that case the only thing

that we could do would be to make substant ial open market purchases in order to
win in the competition.

With the whole world appareatly sitting on the same side of the table
financially as to easy money policies, i t i s extremely difficult for me to see
how we are going to have any success in forcing gold away from us, and the only
thing that can ensue is an inflation that would be mistaken for business RECOVERY.
With the tendency to bring out new security issues and the proceeds of these
issues more or less idle during the process of being used, we are likely to
create the same situation that began in the lat ter days of 1927 by reason of the
concentrated proceeds of these issues being available for stock exchange money
to be used in speculation. This, in my judgement, would follow, unless the rather
large proport ion of secur i ty proceeds are to be used for export capital.

This brings us to the question of the Reparations bonds and their sale
would of course absorb that par t of the avai lable funds, but it ought not to be
overlooked that these bonds themselves represent inflation in themselves because
they merely represent the hiatus between the destruction of capital during the
war and the time when that capital can be re-saved.

Frankly, we were very much disappointed over your reduction in rate to
3 1/3% last Thursday. We fee l a l i t t l e b i t b e t t e r about i t today, because the

stock market has regarded the ac t ion as an unfavorable symptom and seems to
recognize it as a panacea for business depression. The increase in broker's
loans of approximately a quarter of a b i l l i o n dollars in the last two weeks
indicates some public distribution following an accumulation by the wise ones -

"the strong hands" - during the period of extreme stock market depression, and
I think that this is very, very bad, as in my own opinion there is no justifi-
cation for the present general level of stock prices. I just want everybody to
remember that one can now borrow money at 3 to 3 1/2% and buy and carry stocks
which apparently return yields of from 5 to 8%. The public becomes extremely
impatient in regard to low yields and we have only the one compensating factor
that there are many f i rs t l ien securities that can yet be attractively bought.
The dear public, however, instead of having bought this class of securities to
any extent during the las t two years of low prices for them, is going to do
exac t ly like i t always does and buy them on rising markets and diminishing
yields. The security issues that are being brought out now I notice are largely
debentures and therefore not much different from the orgy of stock issues in
the la t ter part of 1928 and throughout the year 1929. In OTHER WORDS, AREN't
we becoming over-capitalized? And yet I understand that the issue houses must
live or liquidate.

Everyone seems to want to keep business jazzed up all the time and have
it run along at boom figures. I t seems to me that the sounder course to pursue,
after having done this for some time, is to catch up and let the public pay some
of i t s debts or at least acquire larger equ i t i e s in its automobiles, radios and
real estate, though in following such a course there would be a lot of heart-
breaks because in order for a l l of them to settle up we WOULD HAVE to go on
playing the oboe and s i m i l a r instruments and go on with the marathon dance so
that everyone could get their f i l l of enjoyment.
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It seems to me that a good deal has already been done in respect to
which the Open Market Committee would expect to deliberate at the meeting which
has now been definitely called for March 24. With the call rates and investment
yield rates rapidly approaching a point well below the savings and time deposits
rates over the country, we are going to see and it is already apparent to me, an
increase in so-called time deposits and a renewal of the battle on the part of the
member banks to reduce their reserve requirements in consequence.

Summing up, therefore, aren't we just starting to wind up the clock
again after the mainspring has slipped the ratchet and won't we just keep on
doing that until about the latter part of August when we will hear New York advocat-
ing that we ought to begin selling some securities and tightening up, just at the
time that we would naturally expect a normal revival in business activity and con-
fronted with the problem of absorbing new commodity production, provided of course
that some inroads have in the meantime been made on existing surpluses.

It is apparent from the published statements that the New York bank has
already purchased additional government securities to the extent of approximately
$25,000,000. I want to reiterate my position that the failure of several Federal
reserve banks to participate in open market purchases is not an expression of
effective opposition to policy. It is difficult for me to understand why the
Governors of some of the Federal reserve banks will vote in the affirmative for
the open market policy and then will refuse to participate in the purchases, not-
withstanding their reserve and collateral positions admit of their doing so. The
open market purchases have the same effect upon the System and the country whether
made by one bank or participated in by a group. The proceeds of open market pur-
chases work their way into every district in the course of time, regardless of
whether the Federal reserve bank of that district participates in the purchases
or not.

Since we have been participating and taking our pro rata part of the
allotments that would have gone to non-participating banks and this course has
raised our participation from its normal amount of 3.3% to 7 and 8% at times, and
in consequence of our dragging along with the lowest reserve percentage in the
System, we have concluded that in the future, dependent upon our reserve and col-
lateral position, we will accept our participation only to our normal proportion.

I do not seem to have been able to make any impression of my position that
all Federal reserve banks should support through active participation whatever open
market policy is adopted even though voting in the negative. Therefore, we propose
to take our participation dependent upon our reserve and collateral position, up
to our normal amount and if our statements in this regard are not effective, inso-
far as we are concerned we will let the effect of non-participation on the part of
some bank show for itself. Since at the present time (when we take back the five
million dollars we sold under repurchase agreement, which we expect to do shortly),
our participation in open market purchases is 5.63%, we do not expect to take any
more participations above our normal amount, we desire to withhold any participa-
tion in present purchases, thinking that at the meeting on March 24, there may be
a reapportionment of the securities now in the account.

We also think that it would be better for the participation to be pro-
rated on the basis of reserve percentages instead of on the need for earning
assets. We do not believe that System policy should either lean to or from an
amount of earning assets. Where the participation is pro-rated on the basis of
reserve percentages, it would naturally follow that the bank which had a greater
proportion of earning assets at the time would receive a correspondingly smaller
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participation and vice versa.

Since you have been in touch with the Federal Reserve Board in
reference to the points covered in your letter and inasmuch as the Open Market
Conference has been called by the Board, I am taking the liberty of sending a
copy of this letter to the Board.

I read the copy of Mr. McGarrah's letter of February 21, which you
sent me. The only comment that I can make is that it is in vivid contrast
to the one that we wrote the Board on the same subject.

In closing, let me offer my congratulations to you upon your appoint-
ment to the chairmanship of the New York bank. We hope that the assumption of
your new duties is not going to lessen our direct contact with you and we don't
believe it will because you will carry to the new position the influences of
your long experience and high ability as an operating officer in the System.

Looking forward to seeing you in Washington or later in New York,
should Governor Harrison return in time to attend the meeting, I am

Yours very truly,

Governor
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